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Abstract
A new method for assessing the topology of metallosupramolecular assemblies using pyrene-appended ligands is reported. Two potentially tetradentate ligands containing one (L 1 ) and two (L 2 ) terminal pyrene moieties were synthesised and their complexes with Cu + 2 and Cd 2 + were characterised. Photophysical measurements demonstrate that in [Cu 2 (L 1 ) 2 ] 2 + , [CdL 1 ] 2 + and [Cu 2 (L 2 ) 2 ] 2 + the emission spectra are dominated by monomeric emission but in the cadmium complex of L 2 (where the pyrene units are in close proximity) a quenching of the luminescence coupled with weak emission at 540 nm is indicative of excimer formation.

Introduction
Formation of helicate complexes from self-assembly of polydentate ligands with metal ions has received much attention in recent years. 1 Control of these systems can be achieved by careful design of the binding domains within the ligand strand and selection of metal ions with a suitable coordination preference. For example, if a ligand contains four donor atoms it can act as a tetradentate donor coordinating octahedral metal ions in the equatorial positions giving a simple mononuclear complex [ML n ] + . However, upon reaction with ametal ion that prefers a tetrahedral coordination environment then the ligand will partition into two bidentate domains, each of which will coordinate a different metal ion. Coordination of an additional ligand results in a dinuclear double helicate of the formula [M 2 L 2 ] n + . The archetypal example of this behaviour is reaction of quaterpyridine with either Zn 2 + or Cu + . 2,3 With the dicationic metal, which prefers octahedral coordination, a simple mononuclear complex is formed with the zinc ion coordinated in the equatorial positions by all four N-donor atoms. With Cu + the ligand partitions into two bidentate domains each of which coordinates a different metal ion resulting in the self-assembly of a helicate system.
Generally, characterisation requires the use of single-crystal X-ray diffraction which gives valuable information on the self-assembly but analysis of crystals may only represent a species which is thermodynamically favoured in the solid state and may not reflect the composition of the bulk solution. NMR gives information on the symmetry of complexes but sophisticated experiments are required to get information on the topology of assemblies (e.g. from hydrodynamic radii, proximity of ligand strands). Mass spectrometry provides the stoichiometry of such species via their molecular masses but no information on how the ligands are arranged.
This paper describes a new technique for simple elucidation of solution behaviour of pyridyl–thiazole complexes appended with pyrene “tags”. Pyrene is a useful lumophore as the emission profile can give insight into the arrangement of these aromatic species in solution. Isolated pyrene units luminesce between 360–440 nm however close interaction between pyrene units results in energy transfer between these species (excimer luminescence) and the resultant emission is quenched and at lower energy (~ 500 nm). This approach has been used in biological applications including investigation of protein unfolding, detection of specific mRNA and DNA sequences and determination of conformational changes induced in myo-inositol 1,2,3-triphosphate upon binding Fe3+ ions. In this work, a phosphate sugar was appended with two pyrene groups which, when the sugar was in its preferred penta-equatorial conformation, were far apart. On binding Fe3+ ions, the sugar adopted the less energetically favoured penta-axial conformation to accommodate the metal ion and the two pyrenes became proximate; an intramolecular excimer species was formed. This conformational change was monitored using the pyrene luminescence emission; the luminescence spectrum of the free (unbound) pyrene-appended sugar showed a large, high energy band at 386 nm from monomeric pyrene whereas on binding Fe3+ an overall quenching of the luminescence was observed along with the appearance of a broad emission band at 510 nm, both of which phenomena are characteristic of excimer formation.

There are substantially fewer examples of synthetic pyrene-appended systems; the majority of these are used as sensors with conformational changes induced on binding the target analyte causing either increased or decreased excimer emission from the pyrene groups. Examples of such systems include sensors for ATP, heparin, nucleotides and transition metal ions. Pyrene-appended complexes have also found application in magnetic materials, in the study of electron transfer within supramolecular complexes and as building blocks for preparation of luminescent polymers.

**Results and discussion**

**Ligand synthesis**

Both ligands were prepared by reaction of their corresponding thioamides (2,2’:6’2”-terpyridine-6-thioamide for L1 and 2,2’-bipyridine-6,6’-dithioamide for L2) with 1-(bromoacetyl)pyrene in ethanol in an analogous manner to related ligands reported previously (Scheme 1).
Scheme 1 Synthesis of ligands L¹ and L²: (i) 1-(bromoacetyl)pyrene, ethanol, reflux

Coordination chemistry

Reaction of L¹ with Cu(MeCN)₄PF₆

Reaction of L¹ with one equivalent of Cu(MeCN)₄PF₆ in MeNO₂ gave a red solution from which slow diffusion of ethyl acetate afforded red crystals. Solution state analyses indicated formation of the dinuclear double helicate species [Cu₂(L¹)₂]²⁺; analysis by electrospray ionisation mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) showed an ion at m/z 1305.1 corresponding to ([Cu₂(L¹)₂(PF₆)]⁺. Single crystal X-ray analysis confirmed formation of [Cu₂(L¹)₂]²⁺ and showed that the ligand partitions into two bidentate N-donor domains each of which coordinates a different metal ion (Fig. 1a,b).

Each copper ion is coordinated by two bidentate domains, one from each ligand. The Cu(I) centre adopts a distorted tetrahedral geometry with Cu–N distances ranging from 1.986(9) to 2.104(7) Å. As this is an asymmetric ligand it can be considered as having both a head and a tail. It is feasible that both head-to-tail and head-to-head isomers are formed; however, in the solid state only the head-to-tail isomer is observed which can be rationalised by consideration of the steric interactions within the complex. The intramolecular pyrene–pyrene separation is relatively large with an interstrand centroid···centroid distance of 11.138 Å. The extended molecular packing is shown in Fig. 1c; each of the pyrene units aligns in an edge-to-face manner with the average of the four shortest intermolecular centroid···centroid separations at 6.591 Å. The ¹H NMR spectrum (CD₃CN) showed the presence of major and minor components. The peaks were largely overlapping since up to 40 aromatic signals could be expected for the complex (if a mixture of the unsymmetrical head-to-tail and the symmetrical head-to-head isomers were formed in solution). However, the spectrum is consistent with formation of the [Cu₂(L¹)₂]²⁺ complex.
Fig. 1 The single crystal structure of [Cu₂L₂]^{2+}: (a) as a displacement ellipsoid plot drawn at the 50% probability level; (b) as a space-filling model; (c) showing the molecular packing in the unit cell (counter ions omitted for clarity)
Reaction of L\textsuperscript{1} with Cd(ClO\textsubscript{4})\textsubscript{2}·6H\textsubscript{2}O

Reaction of L\textsuperscript{1} with Cd(ClO\textsubscript{4})\textsubscript{2}·6H\textsubscript{2}O in nitromethane gave a yellow solution from which orange crystals were formed on slow diffusion of diethyl ether but these were not of sufficient quality for X-ray analysis. The \textsuperscript{1}H NMR spectrum (CD\textsubscript{3}NO\textsubscript{2}) shows aromatic signals from 20 protons which is consistent with formation of the mononuclear species [Cd(L\textsuperscript{1})]\textsuperscript{2+} in an analogous manner to the disubstituted ligand L\textsuperscript{2} (see later); ESI-MS analysis showed an ion at m/z 729.0 corresponding to {[(Cd(L\textsuperscript{1}))[ClO\textsubscript{4}])]\textsuperscript{+}. The ligand is expected to act as a simple tetradeinate N-donor with three pyridyl nitrogen atoms and one thiazole nitrogen atom coordinating all four equatorial positions of the metal centre in a similar way to that observed in the L\textsuperscript{2} complex (see later).

Reaction of L\textsuperscript{2} with Cd(ClO\textsubscript{4})\textsubscript{2}·6H\textsubscript{2}O

Reaction of L\textsuperscript{2} with one equivalent of Cd(ClO\textsubscript{4})\textsubscript{2}·6H\textsubscript{2}O in nitromethane gave a yellow solution from which orange crystals were deposited upon slow diffusion of ethyl acetate. An ion was observed in the ESI-MS at m/z 935.0 corresponding to the mononuclear species {[(Cd(L\textsuperscript{2}))[ClO\textsubscript{4}])]\textsuperscript{+}; the \textsuperscript{1}H NMR spectrum of the complex (CD\textsubscript{3}NO\textsubscript{2}) showed 13 aromatic signals which is also consistent with formation of [Cd(L\textsuperscript{2})]\textsuperscript{2+}. Single crystal X-ray analysis confirmed the formation of the mononuclear species; in the solid state, the ligand acts as a tetradeinate donor with all four nitrogen atoms coordinating the equatorial positions of the metal ion (Cd–N distances 2.276(2)–2.340(2) Å). The cadmium ion is further coordinated by two perchlorate ions (Cd–O distances 2.402(2)–2.418(2) Å) resulting in a six-coordinate metal centre (Fig. 2a,b). The two pyrene moieties are in close proximity with a centroid···centroid distance of 3.783 Å. The intermolecular pyrene–pyrene distances are quite long (shortest centroid–centroid distance 9.915 Å) and the pyrene units p-stack with the planar tetradeinate pyridyl–thiazole domains (Fig. 2c). The shortest centroid···centroid distance is 4.824 Å which is significantly longer than the intramolecular pyrene–pyrene separation (3.783 Å).
Fig. 2 The single crystal structure of \([\text{Cd}(\text{L}^2)(\text{ClO}_4)_2]\): (a) as a displacement ellipsoid plot drawn at the 50% probability level; (b) as a space-filling model; (c) showing the molecular packing in the unit cell (solvent molecules omitted for clarity)
Reaction of L² with Cu(MeCN)₄PF₆

Reaction of L² with one equivalent of Cu(MeCN)₄PF₆ in MeNO₂ in the presence of excess Et₄NCIO₄ afforded a red solution from which red crystals were obtained upon slow diffusion of ethyl acetate. Solution state analyses indicated formation of the dinuclear double helicate species [Cu₂(L²)₂]²⁺; an ion was observed in the ESI-mass spectrum at m/z 1717.2 corresponding to {{[Cu₂(L²)₂](PF₆)}⁺. The ¹H NMR spectrum (CD₃CN) was also consistent with formation of the [Cu₂(L²)₂]²⁺ complex; 13 aromatic signals were present indicating that a symmetrical species is formed. Some of these signals showed line broadening which can be attributed to hindered rotation of the pyrene groups in the double helicate assembly; heating the sample to 343 K failed to improve the peak shapes. The formation of the dinuclear double helicate was confirmed by single crystal X-ray analysis which showed that the ligand partitions into two bidentate N-donor domains with each copper ion coordinated by two of these bidentate domains, one from each ligand (Fig. 3a,b). The Cu(I) centre adopts a distorted tetrahedral geometry with Cu–N distances ranging from 2.050(4) to 2.132(4) Å. Each of the pyrene units lies at the end of a ligand strand; the intramolecular pyrene–pyrene separation is quite large with intrastrand centroid···centroid distances of 8.080 and 8.315 Å (cf. 3.783 Å in the [Cd(L²)]²⁺ species); the interstrand centroid···centroid distances are 8.669 and 9.241 Å. Examination of the intermolecular packing shows that the pyrene units align in an edge-to-face arrangement in an analogous manner to [Cu₂(L¹)₂]²⁺ with the shortest centroid···centroid distance being 6.077 Å (Fig. 3c).
Fig. 3 The single crystal structure of [Cu₂L₃]²⁺: (a) as a displacement ellipsoid plot drawn at the 50% probability level; (b) as a space-filling model; (c) showing the molecular packing in the unit cell (counter ions and solvent molecules omitted for clarity)
Photophysical measurements

The steady state spectrum of the dilute free ligand $L_1$ ($10^{-6}$ M) was dominated by a broad emission band at 462 nm (with a corresponding lifetime of 1.1 ns), which is characteristic of an excimer-based fluorescent emission: upon further sequential dilutions of the free ligand evidence of the monomeric pyrene emission appeared as vibronically structured features at 370–440 nm (Fig. 4).

Addition of either Cd$^{2+}$ or Cu$^+$ to 2.1 x $10^{-6}$ M $L_1$ resulted in a decrease in intensity of the excimer band and the formation of new features at higher energy (360–460 nm) attributed to monomeric pyrene fluorescence. For the complexes this higher energy fluorescence was associated with lifetimes of 4.1–6.9 ns and therefore easily distinguished from the shorter-lived excimer emission of the corresponding free ligand (Fig. 5).

In contrast to $L_1$, the steady state spectrum of bis-pyrenyl $L_2$ (1.7 \ $10^{-6}$ M) was dominated by typical monomeric pyrene emission, with classical vibronic features prominently displayed between 360–450 nm, and a corresponding lifetime of 5.5 ns. Mixing of this ligand at 1.7 \ $10^{-6}$ M with Cu$^+$
gave an emission spectrum almost superimposable with that of the free ligand, but with a slight increase in emission intensity and a notable reduction in the resolution of the vibronic structure. However, reaction with Cd$^{2+}$ resulted in a significant quenching of the overall emission intensity and the spectrum showed an additional weakly intense band at ca. 540 nm, which is tentatively attributed to excimeric emission (Fig. 6).

The spectra for [Cd(L$^1$)]$^{2+}$ and [Cu$_2$(L$^1$)$_2$]$^{2+}$ both reveal monomer pyrene emission, with no emission attributable to excimer formation: this corroborates the solid state structures since there are no proximate pyrene units. The emission spectra of both [Cd(L$^1$)]$^{2+}$ and [Cu$_2$(L$^1$)$_2$]$^{2+}$ are remarkably similar indicating that the metal ions (which are of different oxidation states) have markedly little effect on the emission profile. However, comparison of the complexes [Cd(L$^2$)]$^{2+}$ and [Cu$_2$(L$^2$)$_2$]$^{2+}$ shows that these two complexes give different emission profiles. Upon reaction of L$^2$ with Cu$^+$ little change in the emission spectrum is observed (Fig. 6), whereas for [Cd(L$^2$)]$^{2+}$ a general quenching is observed together with a new, weak emission at 540 nm (Fig. 6, inset). The difference in the emissive properties of these two species due to the different metal ions and their respective oxidation states can be discounted due to the similarity of the photophysical properties of [Cd(L$^1$)]$^{2+}$ and [Cu$_2$(L$^1$)$_2$]$^{2+}$. The differences must arise from the proximity of the appended pyrene units: in the copper-containing species the two pyrene units are distant (and the spectra show monomeric emission), whereas for the cadmium complex the two pyrene units are in close proximity giving rise to a general quenching together with a new, but weak emission at 540 nm both consistent with excimer formation. Furthermore, the difference in emission behaviour cannot be attributed to the intermolecular interactions as both the copper-containing species show the shortest pyrene–
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pyrene interactions (relatively) at 6.591 and 6.077 Å and both of these complexes show monomer emission (and hence no energy transmission between the chromophoric units). The intermolecular distances between the pyrene units are much longer in the cadmium complex (9.915 Å) which displays excimer emission and due to the close intramolecular proximity of the pyrene units (3.783 Å) it seems highly likely that it is this interaction that gives rise to the energy transfer. Although these are solid state measurements, the luminescence behaviour observed supports the inference that the molecules do not interact significantly in solution and that any excimer emission arises as a consequence of intramolecular associations.

These solution state spectroscopic results suggest that inclusion of pyrene units within a ligand strand can help ascertain the self-assembled species in solution through monitoring of monomer versus excimer type emission from the fluorescent pyrene units.

**Conclusion**

Fluorescent pyrene units can be successfully incorporated into multidentate ligands targeting helical structures. The inclusion of a pyrene unit within a ligand strand can be a useful probe into the resultant self-assembled species due to the environmentally sensitive fluorescent properties of the pyrene chromophore. Although subtle, the differences in the emission spectra for \([\text{Cd}(L^2)]^{2+}\) and \([\text{Cu}_2(L^2)_2]^{2+}\) are consistent with the structures observed in the solid state.

**Experimental**

**General**

All photophysical data were obtained on a Jobin Yvon-Horiba Fluorolog spectrometer fitted with a JY TBX picosecond photodetection module. Lifetimes were obtained using the provided deconvolution software DAS6. Electrospray ionisation mass spectra were recorded from \(10^{-3}\) M solutions on a Bruker MicrOTOF-q instrument. Assignments of ions from the mass spectra of the complexes were confirmed by comparison of the measured and calculated isotope patterns for each species. NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker DPX400 MHz spectrometer. The ligands and complexes were, in some cases, poorly soluble leading to broad, unresolved peaks which were frequently coincident with other signals.

**Synthesis of ligands**

*Synthesis of the potentially tetradentate ligand L₁*: 2,2':6',2'-Terpyridine-6-thioamide (0.05 g, 0.17 mmol) and 1-(bromoacetyl)pyrene (0.129 g, 0.40 mmol) were placed into a 100 mL round bottomed flask. Ethanol (50 mL) was added and the reaction was heated under reflux for 12 h. The product was filtered under vacuum then washed with ethanol followed by diethyl ether. The product was then suspended in ammonia (10 mL) for 20 h, filtered under vacuum and washed with water, ethanol and diethyl ether.
\begin{align*}
\text{\textsuperscript{1}HNM}{\text{R}} & \;= [400 \text{ MHz, } d_6\text{-DMSO}] \; \delta 8.82 \; (m, \; 3H, \; \text{overlap}), \; 8.75 \; (d, \; J = 8.2, \; 1H, \; \text{py}), \; 8.67 \; (d, \; J = 7.6, \; 1H, \; \text{py}), \; 8.59 \; (d, \; J = 7.9, \; 1H, \; \text{py}), \; 8.47 \; (m, \; 2H, \; \text{overlap}) \; 8.41 \; (m, \; 4H, \; \text{overlap}), \; 8.31 \; (m, \; 5H, \; \text{overlap}), \; 8.18 \; (t, \; J = 7.6, \; 1H, \; \text{py}), \; 8.10 \; (dt, \; J = 7.6/1.6, \; 1H, \; \text{py}), \; 7.58 \; (dt, \; J = 6.1/1.8Hz, \; 1H, \; \text{py}). \\
\text{ESI-MS found } m/z & \;= 517.1 \; [\text{M+H}]^+, \; \text{HR-ESI-MS found } 517.1475, \; \text{C}_{34}\text{H}_{27}\text{N}_8\text{S}_1 \; \text{requires } 517.1481. \\
\text{Synthesis of the potentially tetradentate ligand } L^2 & \;= 1\text{-(Bromoacetyl)pyrene} \; (0.129 \; g, \; 0.40 \; mmol) \; \text{was placed in a } 100 \; mL \; \text{round bottomed flask. 2,2\text{'}-Bipyridine-6,6\text{'}-dithioamide} \; (0.05 \; g, \; 0.18 \; mmol) \; \text{and alcohol} \; (50 \; mL) \; \text{were added to the flask and the reaction was heated under reflux for } 12 \; h. \; \text{The solution was filtered under vacuum then washed with alcohol followed by diethyl ether. The dried precipitate was suspended in ammonia (10 mL) for 20 h then filtered under vacuum. The product was washed with water, ethanol and diethyl ether.} \\
\text{ESI-MS found } m/z & \;= 723.1 \; [\text{M+H}]^+, \; \text{HR-ESI-MS found } 723.1675, \; \text{C}_{48}\text{H}_{27}\text{N}_8\text{S}_2 \; \text{requires } 723.1672. \\
\text{It was not possible to assign the } \text{\textsuperscript{1}H NMR spectrum (recorded in } d_6\text{-DMSO}) \; \text{as the ligand was very sparingly soluble; the spectrum showed a number of aromatic signals but these were weak and poorly resolved.}
\end{align*}
K\(\alpha\) = 0.71073 mm\(^{-1}\), \(T = 101\) K. A total of 38944 reflections were measured in the range 2.02 \(\leq \theta \leq 27.88^\circ\) (hkl range indices: \(-26 \leq h \leq 26\), \(-13 \leq k \leq 13\), \(-27 \leq l \leq 26\)), 10120 unique reflections \((R_{int} = 0.0483)\). The structure was refined on \(F^2\) to \(R_w = 0.0800\), \(R = 0.0330\) (8049 reflections with \(I > 2\sigma(I)\)) and GOF = 0.950 on \(F^2\) for 623 refined parameters, 0 restraints. Largest peak and hole 0.637 and -0.653 e Å\(^{-3}\). CCDC 845595.

Crystal data for \([\text{Cu}_2\text{L}^2_3(\text{ClO}_4)_2\text{MeNO}_2\text{EtOAc}]\) \((\text{C}_9\text{H}_9\text{Cu}_2\text{N}_8\text{S}_4\cdot\text{C}_2\text{H}_6\text{O}_2\cdot\text{CH}_2\text{NO}_2\cdot\text{2ClO}_4)\). \(M = 1920.82\); Monoclinic, \(P2_1/n\), \(a = 15.462(2)\), \(b = 33.213(5)\), \(c = 16.066(2)\) Å\(^2\), \(\beta = 98.734(2)^\circ\), \(V = 8155.0(2)\) Å\(^3\), \(Z = 4\); \(\rho_{\text{calc}} = 1.564\) Mg m\(^{-3}\), \(F(000) = 3936\); dimensions 0.500 x 0.250 x 0.050 mm; \(\mu(\text{Mo-\(K\alpha\)}) = 0.71073\) mm\(^{-1}\), \(T = 150(2)\) K. A total of 63702 reflections were measured in the range 1.77 \(\leq \theta \leq 26.43^\circ\) (hkl range indices: \(-19 \leq h \leq 18\), \(-41 \leq k \leq 41\), \(-19 \leq l \leq 20\)), 16577 unique reflections \((R_{int} = 0.0692)\). The structure was refined on \(F^2\) to \(R_w = 0.1498\), \(R = 0.0629\) (9947 reflections with \(I > 2\sigma(I)\)) and GOF = 1.006 on \(F^2\) for 1175 refined parameters, 41 restraints. Largest peak and hole 1.059 and -0.827 e Å\(^{-3}\). The ethyl acetate solvent molecule was disordered and was restrained using DELU and SIMU instructions during the refinement. CCDC 845596.
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